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Chapter 1509
This sudden sound, although not loud, seemed to resound in everyone’s ears.
Those ignorant people looked at the world in horror, and shouted sharply: “Who! Who is it! Pretending
to be a ghost is a hero!”
And the elders in the family!
Suddenly his knees softened, and they all knelt on the ground!
At this time, a few rustling breaking wind sounded!
Several black figures appeared in front of everyone.
As soon as these figures landed, they knelt in front of Wenren Tiange and them.
“The Supreme Sect Master! The Supreme Elder!” The elders in the family immediately greeted
respectfully.
The disciples at the scene were completely dull.
Where is it sacred!
Even the Supreme Sect Master and the Supreme Elder, who were hidden from the family, were
alarmed!
“Congratulations!” Those few old monsters, who were not even aware of the doubts of their disciples,
were willing to appease the disciples, but they cried out with their hands.
And these four words resounded like thunder in everyone’s ears!
Grandma!
Lady Peach!
It’s impossible!
The sigh and murmur just now came from the mouth of the fragrant grandmother!
Isn’t grandmother sleeping all the time!
Why wake up now!
Even Wenrenqingqing was dumbfounded, and he knelt down with a tremor.

“Sister! Kneel down quickly! You are done! The forbidden ground actually woke up grandmother!
Grandmother personally asked! Kneel down!” Wen Ren Qing’s expression changed drastically, and she
kept pulling her sister.
Wenren will naturally know.
She just felt that Lady Peach Blossoms regained consciousness and would appear.
She knelt down slowly.
For a while, everyone in the audience knelt down and waited quietly for the grandmother’s words.
“For many years, I thought I could not ask about the world, but I still have to worry about the two
children.” The grandmother’s voice floated, and her voice was full of grievances from the little
daughter’s family.
“Grandma, please show up! Grandma, we miss you!” Supreme Sovereign respectfully asked.
The Supreme Sect Master has been reclusive for nearly a hundred years!
In his memory, the grandmother has not appeared for thousands of years!
Now I am awake, this is the blessing of fragrant flowers and blood!
At this moment, the several super old monsters all trembled slightly and were very excited.
If you can get the ancestors’ training or training, it will definitely be a blessing for thousands of years!
“You don’t have to show up, I wake up, just for one thing.” Lady Peach said lightly.
“Did two descendants trespassing on the forbidden ground and awakened you! Grandmother, don’t
worry! We are punishing these two descendants severely!” Wen Ren Tianyi said immediately.
He was also very excited at the moment.
If he had been trained by his grandmother, even if Wiliam fled to the ends of the world, Xianghua
would kill him thoroughly!
How fast!
The expressions of Wenren Tiange and Wenren Qingqing became extremely complicated.
Awakening grandmother is more serious than any crime!
It’s over, Qingxin is really over this time!
“It’s two unwary younger generations.” The grandmother said again.
Wenren Tianyi can be excited.
“However, I don’t intend to blame these two children. For this matter, let’s just leave it alone.” Lady
Peach Blossom said suddenly.

“Huh?” The audience was confused by the grandmother’s words.
Awaken grandmother, then grandmother does not blame?
Is this weird?
“No, no, my grandmother, it was our lax discipline that allowed the future generations to act so
recklessly and disturbed the grandmother! Even if the grandmother is magnanimous and does not
blame it, our descendants cannot escape their sins, we will give the grandmother one. Explain!” Wen
Ren Tianyi said immediately.
These words were recognized by the old monsters, and they nodded together.
“I said forget it, then forget it.” Peach Blossom Lady said quietly again.
The people at the scene look at me and I look at you. They don’t understand Grandma’s operation at
all.
“If there is anything wrong, step back, all around here, I don’t sleep well.” Grandmother said again.
“Okay, give me grandma!” The old monsters were puzzled and unwilling.
What is puzzled is that the grandmother’s awakening for thousands of years is actually to avoid the
death crime of the two children.
What’s unwilling is that grandmother is hard to come by, and nothing is left…
“Oh by the way, my grandmother, we have one thing we want to ask you.” Wen Ren Tianyi immediately
thought of one thing.
“Oh?” Grandmother asked indifferently.
“Before these two children trespassed on the forbidden land and ruined your roots. You must know
that over the years, we have been using the blood oozing out of your roots to open the veins and pass
on your will. Now, your roots have been If it is destroyed, the inheritance of Budao will also be
destroyed. What do you think about this matter?” Wen Ren Tianyi said.
Wenren Tiange’s face suddenly turned ugly.
He knew that Wenren Tianyi still didn’t give up, and wanted to make his grandmother unhappy with
the charge of ruining the inheritance.
My grandmother is not happy, can I be okay below?
“Hey, what you really disturbed me was just a noisy fight here, you know?” Grandmother’s tone
became a little cold.
“Grandma’s forgiveness! Grandma’s forgiveness! We are here to punish the children who made
mistakes, and I didn’t expect to disturb you.” Wenren Tiange said immediately.
“It’s good to know.” Grandma’s tone returned to be gentle.
“We disturbed the grandmother here, and we confessed our sins. But I remonstrated with death,
grandmother, your blood, inherited for thousands of years, divination is also a great support for our

fragrant flowers and blood. Now, the inheritance is broken, it is equal to our fragrant flowers. Lixue
deceived the master to destroy the ancestor, how dare we bear such a crime! Please ancestor mother
expressly!” Wen Ren Tianyi said again.
Wen Ren Tianyi thoroughly planned that the fish died and the net broke.
“Well, use my blood to open the veins, is this what you have been doing all these years?” Lady Peach
asked rhetorically.
“Yes! We have never dared to forget our ancestors, and always consider ourselves as the descendants
of our grandmothers. If our inheritance ends here, how can we keep in mind the grace of our
grandmothers! How can we do such an act of forgetting our ancestors!” Wen Ren Tianyi clenched his
tongue and looked loyal.
“Hey, Bu Mai or something, to me, it’s dispensable, and it’s not that important.” The grandmother said
this first.
Wenren Tianyi’s face changed, and he immediately bowed to him, “No! We know that our
grandmothers are kind, but how can we descendants decide to inherit…”
“That’s it, you are a bit loyal, and your heart is commendable.” The grandmother first affirmed Wen
Ren Tianyi.
Wen Ren Tianyi threw himself to the ground, with an excited smile on his face.
It’s done!
“Since you insist that you don’t want to break the inheritance, and now my roots are indeed not at the
end, but it doesn’t matter, in the future, if you inherit this kind of thing, go to the sweet little girl.”
Grandmother said slowly.
“Huh?” The people on the scene looked dumbfounded.
Looking for Wenren to fall in love with?
Why are you looking for her?
The voice of Lady Peach Blossom came again, seeming to be so understatement.
“After all, she has directly inherited the blood of my grandmother, and she is regarded as my
second-generation heir.”

